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Chapter 1 ~unctiOfl~ and Their GraphS

P~otting Points in the CarteSi~ Plane IR1
ExerciseS 1 and 2, plot the points.

1. (5. 5), (—2, o)~ (—3.6). (—1, —7)
2. (0,6), (8. 1). (5, —4). (—3. —3)

D~termifliflg Quadrant(s) for a Point In Exercises
3 and 4, determine the quadrant(s) in which Gr, y) ~ouJd
be located.
3.x>0afldY~2

5. Plottiflg~ DistanSe~ and MldpOlflt Plot the
points (—2. 6) and ~4, —3). Then find the distance
between the points and the midpoint of the line segment
joining the points.

6. Sales Barnes & Noble had annual sales of$6.8 billion
in 2013 and $6.1 billion in 2015. Use the Midpoint
Formula to estimate the sales in 2014. Assume that
the annual sales follow a linear pattern. (Source:
Barnes & Nable, Inc.)

~ Sketching the Graph of art Equation In
Exercises 740, construct a table of values that consiSts
of several points of the equation. Use the resulting
solution points to sketch the graph of the equation.

7.y—3x—5 8.y’—~x+2
9~—x2—3x 10.y2x2—x—9

Finding x- and y-Pntercepts In Exercises 11—14,
find the x- and y-intercepts of the graph of the equation.

11. y 2x + 7

12. y = Ix + 11 — 3

13, y = (x — 3)2 — 4
14. y = x~/4 —

Intercepts, Symmetry, and Graphing InExercises
15—22, find any intercepts and test for symmetry, Then
sketch the graph of the equation.

l&.y—4x+l l6.y=Sx—6
17..y=6—x2 18.y=x2—12
l9.y—x3+5 29’y6—x3
21. y 22. y ixi + 9

Sketching a Circle In Exercises 23—26, find the~
center and radius of the circle with the given equatjo~,
Then sketch the circle.

23. ~2 + y2 = 9 24. x2 + y2 4
~s. (~ + 2)2 + y2 = 16

~6.x2+(y_8)281

forGe , (jj~ pounds) required to stretch
its natun’1 length (see figure) j~

(b) Sketch a graph of the modeL
(c) Use the graph to estimate the force necessary to

stretch the spring 10 inches,

~ Graphing a Linear Equation In Exercises
29—32, fInd the slope aM y4ntercept (if possible) of the
line. Sketch the line.

29.y—~x+l 30.2x—3y6
32,x—6

Finding the Slope of a Line Through Two Points
In Exercises 33 and 34, find the slope of the line passing
through the pair of points.

33. (5~—2),(—1,4) 34. (—1,6),(3,—2)

Using the Point...$lope Form In Exercises 35 and
36, find the slope4nter~pt form of the equation of the
line that has the given slope and passes ~igh the given
point, Sketch the line,

35. m — ~, (6, —5)

36. in —~, (—4, —2)

4), ~ ~)
38. (.—~

106

2T~

a C1~~IC Write t~-~
of the circle for Which ~

o) and (4, —6).

28. PhYSiCS
a 5p~~ ~

F

XIII.

(a) Use the niodelto ~onip1ete the table.

Finding an~~ ~~37 ~t~d
3~8, find an equa~~~ of the line passing through the pair
of poh~, Sketch th~~ >~ -

•~ ~



Review Exercises 107

~jnciing Parallel and Perpendicular lines In
Exercises 39 and 40, find equations of the lines that
pass through the given pomt and are (a) parallel to and
(1:i) perpendicular to the given line.

39. 5x — 4-y = 8, (3, —2)
40. 2x + 3y = 5, (—8, 3)

41. Sales A discount outlet offers a 20% discount on all
items. Write a linear equation giving the sale price S for
an item with a list price L.

42. Hourly Wage A manuscript translator charges a
starting fee of $50 plus $2.50 per page translated. Write
a linear equation for the amount A earned for translating
p pages.

~ Testing for Functions Represented
Algebraically In Exercises 43—46, determine whether
the equation represents y as a function of x.

43. 16x — y4 0
44. 2x — y — 3 = 0
45. y =

46. Iyf x + 2

47. f(x) = x2 + 1 48. h(x) = — 2J
(a) f(2) (a) h(—4)
(b) f(—4) (b) h(—2)
(c) f(t2) (c) h(0)
(d) fQ + 1) (d) h(-x + 2)

Finding the Domain of a Function In Exercises 49
and 50, find the domain of the function.

49. f(x) =

2x —x—6

Physics In Exercises 51 and 52, the velocity of a
ball projected upward from ground level is given by
v(t) = — 32t -i- 48, where t is the time in seconds and v is
the velocity in feet per second.

51. Find the velocity when t I.
52. Find the time when the ball reaches its maximum

height. [Hint: Find the time when vQ)

~ Evaluating a Difference Quotient In Exercises 53
and 54, find the difference quotient and simplify your
answer.

5~.f(x)=2x2+3x_l, &i!~zik) h#0

f(x + h) — f(~z) h * 0

Vertical Line Test for Functions In Exercises
55 and 56, use the Vertical Line Test to determine whether
the graph represents y as a function of x. To print an
enlarged copy of the graph, go to MathGraphs.com.

55. y

x

Finding the Zeros of a Function In Exercises 57
and 58, fmd the zeros of the function algebraically.

57. f(x) 3x2 — 16x + 21
58. f(x) = 5x2 + 4x — 1

~ Describing Function Behavior In Exercises 59
and 60, use a graphing utility to graph the function
and visually determine the open intervals on which the
function is increasing, decreasing, or constant.

59. f(x) jxj + Ix + i~ 60. f~x~ — 4)2

(to two decimal places) any relative minima or maxima
of the function.

61. f(x) = —x2 + 2x + 1
62. f(~) = — 4x2 — 1

Average Rate of Change of a Function In
Exercises 63 and 64, find the average rate of change of
the function from x1 to x2.

63.f(x)=~—x2+8x—4, x1=0,x24
64. f(x) = ~ + 2x + 1, x1 = 1, x2 3

Even, Odd, or Neither? In Exercises 65 and 66,
determine whether the function is even, odd, or neither.
Then describe the symmetry.

65. f(x) = x4 — 20x2 66. f(x) = 2x~Jx2 + 3

~ Writing a Unear Function In Exercises 67
and 68, (a) write the linear function f that has the given
function values and (b) sketch the graph of the function.

67. f(2) = —6, f(—l) = 3
68. f(0) —5, f(4) —8

Graphing a Fu~ction In Exerdses 69 and 70, sketch
the graph of the function.

69. g(x) = — 2

10 (\_f5X3, x>— —1

56. y

—1 .1234.. —8 —2

Evaluating a Function In Exercises 47 and 48, find ~ Appro~imating Relative Minima or Maxima In
each function value. Exercises 61 and 62, use a graphing utility to approximate

54. f(x) — 5x2 + x,
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108 Chapter 1 Functions and Their Graphs

~ Describing Transformations In Exercises
71—80, h is related to one of the parent funCtiohlS
described in this chapter. (a) Identify the parent
function f. (b) Describe the sequence of trasfOrmatbo~is
from f to h. (c) Sketch the graph of Ii. (d) Use function
notation to write h in terms off.

71.h(x)—°x2—9 72.h(x)_~(X_2)3+2

73. h~x) —j~+ 4 74. h(x)— lx+31 ~
75. h~x~ = ~ + 2)2 + 3 76. h~x~ = — 1)~ — 2
77. h(x) —W + 6 78. h~x~ — 4T1 + 9
79. hex) 51[x — 9JJ 80. hex) = ~

m Finding Arithmetic Combinations Of
Functions In Exercises 81 and 82, find (a) (f + ~
(b) (f — g)(x), (c) (fgXx), and (d) (f/g)(x). What is the
domain of f/g?

81. f(x) = x2 + 3, g(x) 2x —

82. f~x~ x2 — 4, g~x~ = ~/3 — x

Finding Domains of Functions and Composite
Functions In Exercises 83 and 84, find (a) fog and
(b) g of. Find the domain of each function and of each
composite function.

83. f(x) — 3, g(x) 3x + I

84. f(x) — 4, g(x) =

Retail In Exercises 85 and 86, the price of a washing
machine is x dollars. The function

f(x) x — 100

gives the price of the washing machine after a $100
rebate. The function

g(x) 0.95x

gives the price of the washing machine after a 5%
discount.

85. Find and interpret (fo g)(x).
86. Find and interpret (g of)(x).

~ Finding an inverse Function Informally In
Exercises 87 and 88, find the inverse function of f
informally. Verify that f(f ~(x)) x and f ‘(f(x)) x.

87. f(x) 3x + 8 88, f(x)
5

~ Applying the Horizontal Line Test In Exercises 89
and 90, use a graphing utility to graph the function, and
use the Horizontal Line Test to determine whether the
function has an inverse function,

89. f(x) = (x 1)2

90. h(t) =

t—3

yzhlfi Inverse Function5 lu
(a) find the inverse function of fFin

on the same set of CoOrdinat
(b) g~pb~~0tbf~

Exe
relat10~~5h1~ between the grap~5

axes,
off and f~ and ~d) state the domains and ranges Off

andf~ 92. f(x~

91. f(x) — 3
amaifl In Exercises 93 and 94,

Restricting the D ~ the function f to an interval ~
restrict the domain j~crCaSihag, and find f—i on
which the function is
interval. 94. f(x) jx — 21

~ f(~r) 2(x — 4)2

he ordered pairs below give the~ 95. AgricUltU~ ilionS of pounds) of beef produced
amount B (jn nil
on private farms each year from 2007 through 2014
(~Spreadsheet at LarsoflPreCalct€~3. corn) (Source.
United States Departtfleflt ofAgriculture)

~ (2007, 102.7) (2010, 84,2) (2013, 70.4)
(2008, 95.9) (2011, 75.0) (2014. 67.9)
(2009, 90.2) (2012, 76.3)

(a) Use a graphing uti1i1~y to create a scatter plot
of the data. Let t represent the year, with t
corresponding to 2007.

(b) Use the regression feature of the graphing utility
to find the equation of the least squares regression
line that fits the data. Then graph the model and
the scatter plot you found in part (a) in the same
viewing window. How closely does the model
represent the data?

96. Travel Time The travel time between two cities
is inversely Proportional to the average speed. A train
travels between the cities in 3 hours at an average speed
of 65 miles per hour. How long does it take to travel
between the cities at an average speed of 80 miles
per hour?

97. Cost The Cost of coflstructjn~ a wooden box with a
square base varies jointly as the height of the box and
the sqtlare of the width of the box. Constructing a box
of height 16 incbe5 and of wIdth 6 inches costs $28.80.
Ho~ much does it cost to cOflSt~ct a box of height
14 int~1~ and of Wit~tI~ 8 inches?

Exploration

Irue or ~ In
I~Xerci~es 98 and 99, determinewbethe~ ~O~iidS~. Justify your answer.

98. Re1~tjve to th~ g~4~ ~f f~~) ~ the graph of the

fuucti0~ h(x)

is shifted 9 units todo~*1~ ~th~e~j~ reflected in the~~ If .f and ~ are then the domain 0~

~



190 Chapter 2 Polynomi& and Rat~on& FuflCt~0I’S

1. (a) g(x) _2x2 2. (a) h(x~ (x 3)2

(b) h(x) x2 + 2 (b) k(x) I

Using Standard Form to Graph a Parabola In
Exercises 3—8, write the quadratic function in standard
form and sketch its graph. Identify the vertex, axis of
symmetry, and x-intercept~s~.

3. g($ = — 2x 4. f(x~ = x2 + Sx + 10
6. fQ) = —2t2 + 4t + I
8. f(x) ~2 + 5x — 4)

9. Geometry The perimeter of a rectangle is
1000 meters.
(a) Write the width y as a function of the length x. Use

the result to write the area A as a function of x.
(b) Of all possible rectangles with perimeters of

1000 meters, find the dimensions of the one wish
the maximum area.

10. Minimum Cost A softdrink manufacturer bas a
dailyproduction cost of C 70,000 — 120x + 0.055~r~,
where C is the total cost (in dollars) and xis the number
of units produced. How many units should they prodtice
each day to yield a minimum cost?

~ Sketching a Transformation of a Monomial
Function In Exercises 11 and 12, sketch the graphs of
y = x” and the transformation.

11. y x4, f(x) = 6 —

12. y = x5, f(x) ~ + 3

Applying the Leading Coefficient Test hi
Exercises 13—16, describe the left-hand and right-band
behavior of the graph of the polynomial function.

13. f(x) — Zr2 — 5x + 12 14. f(x~ = 45 —

15. g(x) —3x3 — 8x4 + x5 16. h(s) = 5 + 9x6 *

Sketching the Graph of a Polynomia’ Functj~n
In Exercises 17—20, sketch the graph of the functj0~ by
(a) applying the Leading Coefficient Test, (b) findfri~
the real zeros of the polynomial, (c) plotting sufflejent
solution points, and (d) drawing a continua~~ cury~ ~
through the points.

17. g(x) 2x3 + 4~2 18. h(x) 3x~ — x4

20 f(s) x(x3 + x2 — 5x + 3)

21f(x)3X35~+3 22.f(X)X45x*l

~ Long Divisiofl of polynomials In Exercj8~5
23 and 24, use long diviSiOfl to divide.

24 5x3 — 21x2 — 25x
—5x—1

Using Synthetic Division In Exercises 25 and 26,
use synthetic ~livisiOfl to divide.

— 2~x2 + 66x + 48
x—8

— 2 + 9x
26. -~

Factoring a Polynomial In Exercises 27 and 28,
(a) verify the given factor(s) of f(x), (b) find the
remaining factors. of f(x), (c) u~e your results to write
the complete factodzatioxL of f(x), (d) list all real zeros
of f~a~id~ (e) confirm your’ reftults by using a graphing
utility to graph the function.

Function
27~ f(;~) 2s~ ± 1 — —0

28~ ~ — 4~3~ — ~ $-~22~ *24

Writir~ a Co~1ex l~umber in Standard
Form In l~xercjses 29~ and 30, Write the complex
number ~n sti~ndard form.

3ft.~+12

Pet1o~niing øPe~ions ~ItIi ~ømplex Numbers
In Exercises ~~4’ 0u~tboi~eratjon ~write the
result in~4~1 fO~m~

31 (6- 4~f± (-~9 ~; ~ (~ ~ 2i) * (3- Sz)

~(4~ z)(3 - lOt)

~rs in Standar~,
~e tiw q~iotieiit UI.

s~

Sketching Graphs of Quadratic FunctioflS
In Exercises 1 and 2, sketch the graph of each quadratic
function and compare it with the graph of y X2.

Usifl~ the lnterm~~tø Value Theorem
21 and 22, (a) use the Intermediate v

Theorem and the table feature of a graphing ~
find intervals one unit in length in which the
fuflCtl0fl is gnarante~ to have a zero. (b)
table to approximate the zeros of the function to he
nearest tbousafldt~ Use the zero or root feature of
graphing utility to verify your results.

5. h(x~ = 3 + 4x —

7. h(x) = 4x2 + 4x + 13
30r2 — 3x + 8

~rt ~Z~—~ Sx—3

Factor(s)

(x+6)

(x + 2), ~x — 3)

19. f(x) —x3 + x2 — 2

.~ ~



Review Exercises 191
performing Operations with Complex Numbers
~ Exercises 37 and 38,, perform the operation and write
the result in standard form.

4 2
37 ~— 3 +

Complex Solutiøns of a Quadratic Equation In
Exercises 39 and 40, use the Quadratic Formula to solve
the quadratic equation.

39.x2—2x+10=0 40.6X2+3X+27zr0

~ Zeros of Polynomial Functions In Exercises
41 and 42, determine the number of zeros of the
polynomial function.

41. g(x) x2 — 2x 8 42. h(t) = —

using the Rational Zero Test In Exercises 43 and
44, find the rational zeros of the function.

43. f(x) 4x3 — 27x2 + lix + 42
44. f(x) = x4 + x3 — 11x2 + x — 12

Finding the Zeros of a Polynomial Function In
Exercises 4$ and 46, write the polynomial as the product
of linear factors and list all the zeros of the function.

4$. g(x)x3—7x2+36

46. f(x) = x4 + 8x3 + 8x2 — 72x — 153

47. Using Descartes’s Rule of Signs Use
Descartes’s Rule of Signs to determine the possible
numbers of positive and negative real zeros of
h(x) —2x~+4x3—2x2+S.

48. Verifying Upper and Lower Bounds Use
synthetic division to verify the upper and lower bounds
oftherealzerosoff(x)4X3_3X2+4x3.

~ Finding Domain and Asymptotes In
Exercises 49 and 50, fmd the domain and the vertical
and horizontal asymptotes of the graph of the rational
fuucti~~.

6x2—lix+3 6x2—7x+255. f(x) = 3x2 — x 56. f(x) 4x2 1

57. f(x) x2+ 1 58. f(x)

$9. Seizure of Illegal Drugs The cost C (in millions
of dollars) for the federal government to seize p% of an
illegal drug as it enters the country is given by

C_~1(~8~’~ OSp≤ 100.

~ (a) Use a graphing utility to graph the cost function.
(b) Find the costs of seizing 25%, 50%, and 75% of the

drug.
(c) According to the model, it is possible to seize 100%

of the drug? Explain.
60. Page Design A page that is x inches wide and

y inches high contains 30 square inches of print. The
top and bottom margins are each 2 inches deep, and the
margins on each side are 2 inches wide.
(a) Write a function for the total area A of the page in

terms of x.
(b) Determine the domain of the function based of the

physica’ constraints of the problem.
~ (c) Use a graphing utility to graph the area function and

approximate the dimensions of the page that use the
least amount of paper.

~ Solving an inequality In Exercises 61—64,
solve the inequality. Then graph the solution set.

62.x3—16x≥0

63 2 3 — 9x ± 20 <0
x+ix—1

38. -

2+j l+4~

(a) Upper: x = 1 (b) Lower: x = —~

x

49. f(x) = x+l0 50. f~x~ — lOx +24

65. Biology A biologist introduces 200 ladybugs into
~ eMp finlcL The popitiation P of the ladybugs can be
a~proxfrratr~d by the model

____________ ~w~eç~i~ tjii~ie in days. Find the time required for
~4~i~ion~ increase to at least 2000 ladybugs.

Sketching the Graph of a Rational Function ~I*i,~ ~. ;~

Exercises 51—58, (a) state the domain of the funetwn~ <a,, ~ i~a? lu ~*~r~ISC~ ~ê~d 67, determine
(b) identify all mtercep$, (e) find any asymptQtes, ~u~d *~I~*~nt)~ trite ~r f>aW4rfY your answer
(d) plot additional solution points as ~eede~i to sketc~i tiq ~ ~ ~ânefficients can
graph of the rational function

SZ h ~ sever be the set• 51. f(x) - ‘

53. f(x) -~ ~ 1~Ii~ .~~ythptote of
—



Chapter 3 Exponential and Logarithmic Functions

Transforming the Graph of an Exponential
Function In Exercises 17—20, describe the
transformation of the graph off that yields the graph of g.

17, f(x) 5X g(x) 5~ + 1
18. f(x) = 6x, g(x) 6’~’
19. f(x) 3X, g(x) — 3X

fi~x fl\x+220. f(x) = ~j , g(x) = —w
Evaluating the Natural Exponential Function
In Exercises 21—24, evaluate f(x) ex at the given value
of x. Round your result to three decimal places.

21. x 3.4 22. x = —2.5
23.x=~ 24.x~

~ Graphing a Natural Exponential Function jn
Exercises 25—28, use a graphing utility to construct a
table of values for the function. Then sketch the graph
of the function.

25. h(x) = e~~2 26. h(x) = 2 — e~’2
27. f(’x~) = e2 28, sQ~ =

29. Waiting Times The average time between n~
posts on a message board is 3 minutes. The probability
F of waiting less than t minutes tmtil the next post
is approximated by the model FQI = I * e ~ A
message has just been posted. Find the probability that
the next post will be within (a) 1 minute, (b) 2 minutes,
and (c) 5 minutes.

365

Writing a LogarIthmic Equation In Exercises
33—36, write the exponential equation in logarithmic
form. For example, the logarithmic form of 2~ 8 is
1og28 3.

Evaluating a Logarithm In Exercises 37-40.
evaluate the logarithm at the given value of x without
using a calcfllator,

37. f(x) = logx, x 1000 38. g(x) log9x, x 3

39. g(x) = log2x, x ~ 49. f(x) = Iog3x, ‘~

Using a One-to’.One Property In Exercises~
use a OnO-to-O~~ Property to solve the equation for X.

42. log8(3x — ~ log85

44. log(3x — 2) log7

Sketching the Graph of a Logarithmic FuflCti0~
In Exercises 45—48~ find the domain, x.intercept, ~
vertj~a1 asymptote of the logarithmic functiOfl ~
sketell its graph.

45. g(x) log7 x

46. f(x) log

47. f(x) 4- 1og(x~+ 5)

48. f(x~ log(x—3j :L J:

12

30. ~epreG~i~ After t years, the value v of
originallY cost $23,970 is given by V(t) 23,g7~3t

~ (a) Use a graphing utility to graph the functj00
(b) Find the value of the car 2 years aftej.

purchased.

I
Evaluating an Exponential Function In

Exercises 1—6, evaluate the function at the given value
of x. Round your result to three decimal places.

1. f(x)=0,3~, ~;= 1.5 2. f(x)=30x, ~=

3.ftx)=2x, x=~ 4,f(~)=(~)2~, xTt

5. f~x,) 7(0.2’~), x = — ~/TT
6. f(s) = — 14(5~), x = —0.8

~ Graphing an Exponential Function In Exercises
7—12, use a graphing utility to construct a table of values
for the function. Then sketch the graph of the function.

8. f(s) 2.65r
10. f(s) = 2~6 — 5

Using a One-to-One Property In Exercises 13—16,
use a One-to-One Property to solve the equation for x..

16. e8~ e3

7. f(s) = 4-x + 4

(c) ~ccordiflg to the model, when does the
depreciate most rapidly? Is this realistic’? Expi~j~

(d) According to the model, when will the car have ~
value?

9. ~ = 51-2 + 4

11. f(s) ~ + 3 12. f(s) = 2 --

Compound Interest In Exercises 31 and 32, complete
the table by finding the balance A when P dollars is
invested at rate r for t years and compounded n tin~
per year.

13. (~)~3 = 9

15. e3~5 =

14. 3x+3 31. P $5000, r 3%, 1 10 years
32. P = $4500, r 2.5%, t = 30 years

33, 3~ = 27

35. e°’8 2.2255.
34. 25~1~ 125

36. e0 I

41. log4(x + 7) = log4 14

43. ln(x + 9) in 4



Review Exercises 251

Evaluating a Logarithmic Function In Exercises
49—52, use a calculator to evaluate the function at the
given value of x. Round your result to three decimal
places, if necessary.

49~ f(x) mx, x 22.6 50. f(x) mx, x e12

51. f(x) = ~1nx, x =

52. f(x)=Slnx, x=0,98

Graphing a Natural Logarithmic Function In
Exercises 53—56, find the domain, x-intercept, and
vertical asymptote of the logarithmic function and
sketch its graph.

53.f(x)lnx+6 54.f(x)=lnx—5

55, h(x) ln(x — 6) 56. f(x) ln(x + 4)

57. Astronomy The formula M = m — 5 iog(d/lO)
gives the distance d (in parsecs) from Earth to a star
with apparent magnitude in and absolute magnitude M.
The star Rasaihague has an apparent magnitude of 2.08
and an absolute magnitude of 1.3. Find the distance
from Earth to Rasaihague.

5$. Snow Removal The number of miles s of roads
cleared of snow is approximated by the model

13 ln(h/12) 2 ≤ h ≤ 15
s = 25 — _________

in 3

where h is the depth (in inches) of the snow. Use this
model to find .c when h = 10 inches.

~ Using the Change-of-Base Formula In
Exercises 59—62, evaluate the logarithm using the
change-of-base formula (a) with common logarithms
and (b) with natural logarithms. Round your results to
three decimal places.

59. log~ 6 60. log12 200
61. log112 5 62. log4 0.75

Using Properties of Logarithms In Exercises
63—66, use the properties of logarithms to write the
logarithm in terms of log2 3 and log2 5.

63, log2 ~
65. log2 ~

Expanding a Logarithmic Expression In Exercises
67—72, use the properties of logarithms to expand the
expression as a sum, difference, and/or eonstant multiple
of logarithms. (Assume all variables are positive.)

67, log7x2 68. log 11x3

969. lOg3— 70. log7 -:j-~j

71. 1nx2~ 72. ln(Y 1)2 y> I

Condensing a Logarithmic Expression In
Exercises 73—78, condense the expression to the logarithm
of a single quantity.

73. 1n7 + lax
74. log2 ‘ — log2 3
75. logx—~logy
76. 3lnx+21n(x+1)
77. ~log3x—2log3(y+ 8)
78. 51n(x —2)— ln(x+ 2)— 3lnx

79, Climb Rate The time t (in minutes) for a small
plane to climb to an altitude of h feet is modeled by

t = 50 log[l8,000/(l8,000 --

where 18,000 feet is the plane’s absolute ceiling.
(a) Determine the domain of the function in the context

of the problem.

f~ (b) Use a graphing utility to graph the function and
identify any asymptotes.

(c) As the plane approaches its absolute ceiling, what
can be said about the time required to increase its
altitude?

(d) Find the time it takes for the plane to climb to an
altitude of 4000 feet.

80. Human Memory Model Students in a learning
theory study took an exam and then retested monthly for
6 months with an equivalent exam. The data obtained
in the study are given by the ordered pairs (t, s), where
t is the time (in months) after the initial exam and s is
the average score for the class. Use the data to find a
logarithmic equation that relates t and s.

(1, 84.2), (2, 78.4), (3,72.1),
(4,68.5), (5, 67.1), (6, 65.3)

~ Solving a Simple Equation In Exercises
81—86, solve for x.

81. 5x = 125

82. 6x =

83. ex 3

84. logx—log5=0
85. mx 4
$6. hixz~ —1.6

Solving an Exponential Equat~o~ In Exercises
87—90, soLve the exponential equation algebraically.
Appx’oxinia’te the result t~ three dedmal plaee&

87~ e4x
8$, e~ 25.

90. ~ 6e~ -b~8 0

64. log2 45
66. log2~



y

Solving a Logarithmic Equation In Exercises
91—98, solve the logarithmic equation algebraiC~~Y
Approximate the result to three decimal places.

91. In 3x — 8.2 92. 4 In 3x = 15
93. lax + 1n~x — 3) = 1
94. 1n~x+2)—]flX2
95. Iog8~x — I) Iog8~x — 2) — Iog5(x -f 2)
96. Iog6(x + 2) — log6 x = 1og6~x + 5)
97. log(i —x) —l
98. log(—x — 4) = 2

Using Technology In ExerciseS 99—102, use
a graphing utility to graphically solve the equation.
Approximate the result to three decimal places. Verify
your result algebraicallY.

99. 25e°~ = 12
100. 2 = 5 — ex+?
101. 21n(x + 3)— 3 = 0
102. 2lnx—ln(3X 1)=0

103. Compound interest You deposit $8500 in
an account that pays 1.5% interest, compounded
continuously. How long will it take for the money to
triple?

104. Meteorology The speed of the wind S (in miles
per hour) near the center of a tornado and the distance
d (in miles) the tornado travels are related by the
model S’ 93 logd + 65. On March 18, 1925, a
large tornado struck portions of Missouri, Illinois,
and Indiana with a wind speed at the center of about
283 miles per hour. Approximate the distance traveled
by this tornado.

~ Matching a Function with Its Graph ~in
Exercises 105—110, match the function wftb its graph.
[The graphs are labeled (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f).]

y

6
110. y = 1 + ~~2x

jj~, finding ~ Exponential Model Find n~
exponential model ~‘ aePx that fits the POints (0,2)
and (4, 3).

112. wilcnffe population A species of bat is in daugn
0fbecotmng extinct. Five years ago, the total Population
of the species wa& 2000. Two years ago, the total
populatiofl of the species W~~S 1400. What was the tot~
population of the species one year ago?

~ 113. Test Scores The test scores for a biology test
follow the normal distribution

~ 40 ≤ x ≤ 100

where x is the test score. Use a graphing utility to
graph the equation and estimate the average test Score

114. Typing Speed In a typing class~ the average
numher N of words per minute typed after t weeks of
lessons is

N 1571(1 + 5.+e°’1~).

Find the~ thñ~e nec~essary to type (a) 50 words per
minute and (b) 75 words per minute.

115. Sound Lñt~s~ty ‘ie relationshIp between the
number of deoib~ls i~ and the intensity of a sound 1 (in
~watts pei~qu~e meter) i~.

0 Wiug(f/1042).

Find the ‘inten~ity I~ fc~r each ~d~cibe1 level ~6.

(a)f3~6Q ~j3~135 jc)~=1

Expioratio~

116. Gr~~ of a~E ~eáia1 Function Consider
the graph o~i~y r t)e~onb~ the characteristics of the

mien k is negative.

r ~i41~V and uS, deterlflmC
:1 o~ n~ase. Justify yoUf

~
~

252 Chapter 3 Exponent~a~ and Logarithm~~ FunctionS (e)

(f)

105. y 3e2~3
107. Y = laG + 3) 3)

106. y = 4e~13
108. y = 7 — log(x +

109. ~, 2e

8
6

4

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

-~ -~ ‘~
x

22

y

8
6

—8—6—4—2

y

4
2

8

6
4

ill ill
—4—2 2 4 6


